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Background of the research

Business resilience has been top priority for enterprises as they aim to revive and grow their businesses in a post-pandemic era. Digitization of their existing supply chain is the first step in 
achieving this goal, and Internet of Things (IoT) technology lies at the center of this. Around 40% firms have already embarked on this journey, leveraging IoT to develop an interconnected 
supply chain that brings together suppliers/vendors, logistics providers, manufacturers, wholesalers/retailers, and customers dispersed by geography. This is aiding firms in better demand 
forecasting, tracking and tracking of products and fleet, and better monitoring of asset conditions. As enterprises aim to accelerate the time-to-market of their supply chain initiatives, 
leverage of IoT-based solutions becomes pertinent for them. In this regard, they are partnering with IoT solution and service providers. 

In this research, we present an assessment of solution as well as service providers that exhibit a strong focus on supply chain through their IoT-based solutions. This includes only 
providers that have developed IoT-enabled solutions aimed at addressing challenges across the supply chain landscape with use cases including, but not limited to, fleet management, 
inventory management, warehouse management, and cold chain monitoring. 

The assessment of these providers is featured on the IoT supply chain solutions PEAK Matrix®. Each solution provider profile provides insights into their strengths and limitations across 
themes including, but not limited to, services, investments, and case studies. The assessment is based on Everest Group’s annual RFI process for calendar year 2021, interactions with 
leading IoT supply chain solution providers, client reference checks, and an ongoing analysis of the IoT solutions market.

We have assessed the following 11 solution providers on the IoT supply chain solutions PEAK Matrix:
 Leaders: Hitachi Vantara and TCS
 Major Contenders: Bosch, FourKites, Mindtree (NxT), NTT DATA, Project 44, Roambee, and Samsara
 Aspirants: FarEye and Shippeo

Geography Solution providers Solutions
Global 11 IoT supply chain 

solutions

Scope of this report:
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 IoT supply chain solution providers can be classified into Leaders, Major Contenders, and Aspirants on a capability-market-share matrix
 Hitachi Vantara and TCS are the Leaders in this IoT supply chain solutions PEAK assessment. Several specialist solution providers, IT service 

providers, as well as technology companies are emerging as Major Contenders

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

 Leaders have invested in a robust portfolio of supply chain solutions leveraging IoT and next-generation technologies such as AI/ML, blockchain, 
and edge computing to provide real time insights to customers

 Strong partner ecosystem with specialist supply chain providers across warehouse management, control towers, transportation management 
systems, etc. supplemented by innovative use cases that go beyond tracking and tracing of supply chain elements is helping the Leaders 
differentiate themselves from peers

 Most of the Major Contenders are strengthening their track and trace offerings within supply chain by enhancing the multi-modal capabilities in this 
arena through acquisitions and partnerships

 Major Contenders would benefit from leveraging next-generation technology across their solution portfolio as clients seek to accelerate the 
decision-making process

 Aspirants aim to become strong regional supply chain solution providers in their target geographies as is exhibited by their investments in these 
regions

 Aspirants would benefit from expanding their partnership to include service partners to aid them in service integration support for their solutions 
across the enterprise landscape

 They would also need to showcase innovative use cases that go beyond track and trace within supply chain to enhance their market recognition 
and adoption

Solution provider 
characteristics

This report examines the IoT supply chain solution provider landscape. It focuses on solution provider position, assessment of the provider capabilities, and key strengths and limitations of 
these solution providers. It also identifies the key implications of the research findings for buyers and solution providers.

IoT solution provider 
capability

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages
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The IoT supply chain solutions provider compendium report has 11 service provider profiles
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This document is for informational purposes only, and it is being provided “as is” and “as available” without any warranty of any kind, including any warranties of completeness, adequacy, or fitness 
for a particular purpose. Everest Group is not a legal or investment adviser; the contents of this document should not be construed as legal, tax, or investment advice. This document should not be 
used as a substitute for consultation with professional advisors, and Everest Group disclaims liability for any actions or decisions not to act that are taken as a result of any material in this publication.
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